
We must have all imagined a Utopia, perfectly self-organizing place where no race is diving anyone rather 
everyone having their own perspective lives harmoniously. 
But when we talk about “Self-organization”, have we ever wondered how a spontaneous order will arise from 
an initially disordered system? “Wikitopia” an ambitious vision of creating a city which will be continuously 
edited and improved by it’s citizen like the online encyclopedia Wikipedia. But How do we do that? To what 
extent we all agree that, YES! It is high time for self-organization. 
TThese very question led us to realize that creating a more technological enhanced future, where everyone 
alienate themselves with in their own virtual fantasy is not the solution rather it is about creating a platform 
where everyone will come together to share their different ideas, perspectives, visions, concepts which will 
be judged, criticized and celebrated by them.
WWe strongly believe that cities should be built for the people,by the people. So the main objective of our 
proposal is create such a common ground for common people where different ideas will be spontaneously 
shared,heard and demonstrated.And by their suggestion their future city will,their desired utopia will be 
built. 

AAnd when one will arrive in Ginza that path will be virtually projected to him by holographic touch projection which can be achieved by new invention 
like Sony Xperia™ Touch.And in meanwhile when someone maybe waiting for their spouse to return from shopping Adaptable Drone Canopy 
developed by Students at the University of Stuttgart can be used to  soften his waiting.The Energy needed for these application can be generated by 
installing “Pavegen” in footpath and Road Power Generator(RPG) in Chou-dori street.For the amusement purpose Portable Urbanism can be 
inintroduced,where from the lawn to any kind of water body will be portable and technology dependent such as portable lawn with real grass.Also a DIY 
center consisting of 3D printers and other digital fabrication machines that are portable can be added to .People will eagerly take part in this events and 
make new things representing their cultures,thoughts which they may  sell or gift or keep as memories.Nonetheless we want to create a AR simulator 
of Ginza city,when people will interact with this AR,they will be able create their own simulated version on Ginza,which will tell them what changes in 
existing setting does what benets and what is at stake? 
To sum it up,the entire proposal is an approach towards creating awareness to rethink city as a whole and and to create access point by which cities can 
be continuously edited and improved. 

We selected Chou-dori street of Ginza also known as the “Pedestrian Paradise” as our common 
ground.Every Saturday & Sunday from 12:00 to 17:00 this street is closed from any kind of vehicular access 
and is open to the pedestrian,becoming a perfect heaven for pedestrian circulation. People meet with 
each other,sing,dance,gossip,takes rests here.A perfect common ground for carrying out the vision of 
Wikitopia.We would like to promote this kinds of common ground for “Wikitopia Platform”.Like in 
Wikipedia,one can access to the open world of knowledge,and can enrich the Wikipedia itself. And for 
wiwikitopia, this common ground will act as the access point for realizing and believing in Wikitopia’s vision 
also enriching it bye experieceing, participating and developing different “Wikitopian apps”.
The whole system will be organized by collaborating between physical and virtual platform. An app can be 
develop for “Pedestrian Paradise” where people will decide what they want to do in next weeks Pedestrian 
Paradise.That app will also tell how to shop navigate in Ginza and where to nd what?
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Pedestrian Paradise acting as an access point.


